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Evidence for the Diffusion of Au Atoms into the Te UPD Layer
Formed on a Au„111… Substrate
Hiroyuki Kawamura, a,z Masamitu Takahasi,a Nobuhiko Hojo,b Masao Miyake,b

Kuniaki Murase, b,* Kazuhisa Tamura,c Kohei Uosaki,c,* Yasuhiro Awakura,b

Jun’ichiro Mizuki, a and Eiichiro Matsubarad

aJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Synchrotron Radiation Research Center, Kansai Research
Establishment, Hyogo 679-5148, Japan
bDepartment of Materials Science and Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
cPhysical Chemistry Laboratory, Division of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo 060-0810, Japan
dInstitute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Sendai 980-8577, Japan

The structure of a Te layer formed on a Au~111! substrate by underpotential deposition~UPD! in an electrolytic solution has been
studied usingin situ surface X-ray diffraction technique. The measurements were carried out for a series of samples which were
kept at UPD potential for 4 to 59 h. The results revealed that the Te UPD layer is unstable. The top layer is analyzed to consist
of the UPD Te atoms and Au atoms which diffuse from the Au~111! substrate. Also, the Te UPD layer does not have the structure
with periodicity reported in previous works, such as () 3 ))R30° after ample time elapses. Stripping voltammetry for the Te
UPD layer shows that the interaction between Te and Au increases with time, supporting the finding that the top layer is a mixture
of Te and Au.
© 2001 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1429928# All rights reserved.

Manuscript submitted January 4, 2001; revised manuscript received September 12, 2001. Available electronically December 20,
2001.

A single atomic layer can be formed by the electrochemical pro-
cesses using underpotential deposition~UPD!, which is a surface-
limited reaction to a submonolayer or monolayer coverage. In UPD,
the electrochemical deposition of foreign metals onto substrate is
performed at a positive potential relative to the reversible Nernst
potential for bulk deposition. The method which alternates the UPD
of two different elements to form a binary compound is referred to
as the electrochemical atomic layer epitaxy~ECALE!.1 In ECALE,
the electrochemical potential is used to restrict the deposition of
constituent elements through UPD. It can be considered as the elec-
trochemical analog of the atomic layer epitaxy. Since an ideal
atomic layer epitaxy can be achieved by ECALE, this method is
promising for creating new materials and devices.

Formation of cadmium chalcogenide layers such as CdTe on Au
single-crystal substrate using the ECALE technique has been inves-
tigated from the viewpoint of their applications to solar cells.2-4

Since the deposition of Cd on a Au substrate easily produces inter-
metallic compounds, such as Cd3Au,5 the first step to the formation
of CdTe films by ECALE is not the reductive UPD of Cd. Rather, Te
is first deposited by UPD on a Au single-crystal substrate. However,
the reductive Te UPD on Au single-crystal substrate is a complex
process. In cyclic voltammetry studies, two cathodic peaks have
been observed prior to the peak of the bulk deposition.6-9 The nobler
peak is referred to as the first UPD and the other as the second UPD.
Due to the irreversible nature of the Te/Te~IV! redox, only the first
UPD occurs at a potential which is positive with respect to the
equilibrium potential of bulk Te deposition, the latter being calcu-
lated from thermodynamic data. Therefore, the first UPD is the true
underpotential deposition and is referred to as UPD in this paper.

The structure of Te UPD layer formed on a Au~111! substrate has
been studied using scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! and
atomic force microscopy~AFM!.6-8 There seems to be a controversy
on the structure of the Te UPD layer,i.e., an AFM study reported a
() 3 ))R30° structure,8 and STM studies reported a (123 12)
structure.6,7 The discrepancies in the literature were recently dis-
cussed from an STM study, proposing the structures that the ()
3 ))R30° and (123 12) periodicity was accounted for by the
individual atoms with a () 3 ))R30° and the domain wall struc-
ture with a (133 13) periodicity, respectively.9 ~The difference be-

tween 13 and 12 was concluded to be within the error of the mea-
surement.!However, the structural analysis using STM and AFM is
still limited to the two-dimensional surface structure and is not able
to clarify the structure normal to the surface,i.e., the three-
dimensional structure of the near-surface layers.

In the present study, the structures of the Te UPD layer formed
on a Au~111! substrate have been investigated by using thein situ
surface X-ray diffraction~XRD! technique. The structure normal to
the substrate surface, which features the roughness and the compo-
sition of surface layers, can be investigated by specular X-ray re-
flectivity measurements. On the other hand, the two-dimensional
periodicity of the atomic arrangement in the Te UPD layer is char-
acterized by grazing incidence XRD measurements. Both such
structural properties of the Te UPD layer are discussed, together
with the comparison in the structural model reported in previous
studies.

Experimental

The in situ surface XRD measurements were carried out using a
k-type multiaxis diffractometer installed on beamline 14B1 at
SPring-8, Japan.10 14B1 delivers synchrotron radiation from a bend-
ing magnet, collimated by an Rh-coated mirror, monochromatized
by a pair of Si~111! crystals, and focused onto the sample by another
vertically bent mirror. The wavelength utilized wasl 5 1.10 Å.

The geometry adopted for the measurements is shown in Fig.
1, wherek i and kf correspond to the incident and the outgoing
wave vectors, respectively. In order to describe the momentum
transferQ (5kf 2 k i) in terms of its components in the surface
plane and along the surface normal direction, it is convenient to
use a hexagonal coordinate system. The hexagonal unit cell is
defined by a 5 a0(1/2, 0,21/2)cubic, b 5 a0(21/2, 1/2, 0)cubic,
and c 5 a0(1, 1, 1)cubic, where a0 5 4.079 Å. The reciprocal
basis can be expressed asa* 5 (2p/a0)(2/3, 2/3,24/3)cubic,
b* 5 (2p/a0)(22/3, 4/3,22/3)cubic, and c* 5 (2p/a0)
3 (1/3, 1/3, 1/3)cubic. An arbitrary position in hexagonal reciprocal
space is represented by~H, K, L! where Q 5 Ha* 1 Kb*
1 Lc* . The relationship between (h, k, l )cubic and ~H, K, L! is

given by the transformations:h 5 (2/3)H 2 (2/3)K 1 (1/3)L, k
5 (2/3)H1 (4/3)K 1 (1/3)L, and l 5 2 (4/3)H 2 (2/3)K
1 (1/3)L. For example, (1, 1, 1)cubic 5 (0, 0, 3) and (0, 0, 2)cubic

5 (21, 0, 2).
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The method to probe the reflectivity alongQ 5 Lc* with fixed
H andK is called X-ray reflectivity measurement, and provides the
information about the interlayer spacings and the morphology of a
sample. The method to measure the scattering intensity alongQ
5 Ha* 1 Kb* with L ' 0 is called grazing incidence XRD and
allows characterization of the two-dimensional periodicity of an
atomic arrangement in a sample surface.

Specular X-ray reflectivity.—In a geometry where the incident
and outgoing wave vectors~k i andkf , respectively!are in the same
plane normal to the surface, and the incident anglea i and the out-
going anglea f are equal, the indexesH andK are equal to 0. The
X-ray reflectivity in this geometry is called specular X-ray
reflectivity.

Within the kinematical approximation,11 the theoretical specular
reflectivity R for the electrode surface is given by

R 5 r e
2l2

1

sin2 a

uF~Qz!u2

G2 exp S 2
m

sina D @1#

wherer e is the Thomson radius of the electron,G is the area of the
surface unit cell,a is the incident angle measured with respect to the
sample surface, exp(2m/sina) is the absorption correction due to
the solution on the surface, andQz 5 Luc* u.

The structure factorF(Qz) is given by

F~Qz! 5 (
m

rmf m expS 2
Qz

2sm
2

2 D exp~ iQzzm!

1 f Au expS 2
Qz

2sAu
2

2 D(
n50

`

exp~ iQzndAu! @2#

The first term is the contribution from the surface layerm, and the
second from the bulk Au~111!. In the equation,rm is the coverage,
f m is the atomic form factor,zm is the atomic position normal to the
surface, andsm is the root mean square~rms! of atomic displace-
ment, including the effects of static corrugations and thermal vibra-
tions. The values with a suffix Au correspond to the bulk of Au, and
dAu is the interlayer spacing of Au~111!.

In the quantitative determination of the structure of the near-
surface layers that include the surface adsorbate layers and the un-
derlying Au layers, the parameters representing the electron density
profiles, rm , f m , zm , and sm are optimized so as to adequately
describe the observed reflectivity.

Grazing incidence XRD.—When the incident angle is held less
than or in the order of the critical angle, the X-ray penetration depth
is significantly reduced and the scattering from the interior of the
sample is considerably decreased. In this geometry, the diffraction
intensity alongQ 5 Ha* 1 Kb* is probed withL ' 0. The dif-
fraction intensity is measured at the point where two-dimensional
Bragg conditions are satisfied resulting from the periodicity of a unit
cell of a surface layer, so that this measurement provides the infor-
mation on the two-dimensional periodicity of the atomic arrange-
ment in the surface layer.

Electrochemical conditions.—Commercial Au~111! disks
(10 mm diam3 5 mm thick, MaTeck, Inc., Germany! were
electrochemically polished atca. 1 mA for 6 h in a 0.1 M HClO4

1 5 mM NaCl solution,12 followed by an annealing in the air at
1123 K for 5 h. Prior to each experiment, the disks were cleaned
with concentrated sulfuric acid and annealed in a hydrogen flame.
The Au~111! disk electrode was then transferred via air to the elec-
trochemical cell and used as the working electrode. Counter and
reference electrodes were made of Pt wire and an Ag/AgCl~in 3.33
M NaCl! electrode, respectively. The electrolytic solution contained
0.1 mM TeO2 ~Aldrich Chemical Corp., USA! and 10 mM H2SO4
~Kishida Chemical Co., Ltd., Japan! as the supporting electrolyte;
the pH of the solution was 2.1.

The electrochemical cell for thein situ surface XRD measure-
ments was made of poly~chlorotrifluoroethylene! ~PCTFE!resin as
shown in Fig. 2. A 6mm thick Mylar film ~Chemplex Industries,
Inc., USA!was used as the X-ray windows. The electrochemical cell
was connected to a glass vessel containing the electrolyte and to a

Figure 1. The experimental geometry ofin situ surface XRD measurements.

Figure 2. Electrochemical cell for thein situ surface XRD measurements,
~top! during the electrochemical deposition and~bottom! during thein situ
XRD measurement.~a! Mylar film chamber,~b! O-ring, ~c! Mylar film, ~d!
electrolyte solution,~e! counter electrode,~f! Au~111! electrode,~g! refer-
ence electrode, and~h! PCTFE resin.
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cylinder of an ultrapure N2 gas using PCTFE tubes and cocks. After
deaeration of the electrolyte, the cell was purged with N2 gas, and
then the electrolyte was slowly transferred into the cell through the
tube by applying a mild pressure of N2 gas; this allows transfer of
the electrolyte without exposing it to air. The potential of 0.80 V was
applied to the working Au~111! electrode during the injection of the
electrolyte into the cell. The thickness of the electrolyte layer be-
tween the Au~111! surface and the Mylar film was in the millimeter
range. Then the potential was lowered to 0.20 V with a scan rate of
10 mV s21 and was kept at 0.20 V for 30 min to complete the UPD
of Te. The time required for completion was determined by the
preliminary deposition-stripping experiments. Then the potential
was brought back in the Te UPD region to 0.23 V with a scan rate of
10 mV s21 in order to avoid further deposition of Te, because 0.20
V is equal to the equilibrium potential of bulk Te deposition calcu-
lated from thermodynamic data. Immediately before thein situ sur-

face XRD measurement, the Au~111! electrode was moved close to
the Mylar film so that the electrolyte layer was as thin as 10mm.

The electrochemical cell for the voltammetric study, using the
hanging meniscus method, was made of glass tube. After deaeration
of the electrolyte, the Au~111! electrode which was mounted on an
electrode holder was dipped into the solution. When the electrode
was in contact with the solution, the potential was 0.80 V, that is
more positive than both the deposition and stripping potentials of Te.
Voltammograms were obtained by scanning the potential at a scan
rate of 10 mV s21. The cathodic potential limit was20.20 V.

Results

Specular X-ray reflectivity measurements.—The specular reflec-
tivity for the Te UPD layer formed on a Au~111! substrate is shown
in Fig. 3. The rapid increases in the intensity atL 5 3 and 6 corre-
spond to the (1, 1, 1)cubic and (2, 2, 2)cubic Bragg reflections, respec-
tively. Since the alignment of the diffractometer took several hours,
the data collection started 4 h after the UPD potential was applied
and lasted for 15 h in total. The dotted line is the calculated profile
based on a model which assumes that the interlayer spacings of
layers near the surface are the same as the interlayer spacings of the
bulk Au~111! planes, and that the coverage of Te is 0.33 monolayer
~ML!. The structure parameter used to construct the profile are listed
in Table I~a!, and the model has a fairness ofR factor, R
5 12.8%. The observed reflectivity is also compared to the calcu-

lated reflectivity~solid line in Fig. 3!based on the structure param-
eters listed in Table I~b!. Here, the first layer consists of 0.33 ML Te
and 0.02 ML Au, while the second layer consists of 0.98 ML Au.
This model provides a slightly better description of the data (R
5 12.3%), and the calculated profile apparently better describes

the left side of the Bragg peaks in Fig. 3 than that of the former
model.

The structure of the Te UPD layer formed on the Au~111! sub-
strate was found to change with time. Figure 4 shows the specular
reflectivity measurement repeated on the same sample. The data
collection in this case started 39 h after the UPD potential was
applied and lasted for 20 h in total. The profiles calculated from the
structure parameters listed in Table I~b! ~dotted line in Fig. 4!, how-
ever, do not describe the observed reflectivity~in this case,R
5 30.9%!. The solid line is another reflectivity profile calculated
from the structure parameters listed in Table I~c!. This model pro-
duced better fit (R 5 14.3%) than the model based on the param-
eters listed in Table I~b!. Here, the first layer consists of 0.33 ML Te
and 0.08 ML Au, while the second layer consists of 0.92 ML Au.
The Te UPD layer is no longer on the ideally terminated Au~111!
surface.

Figure 3. Specular X-ray reflectivity from the Te UPD layer on the Au~111!
substrate. The data collection was started 4 h after the UPD potential was
applied and lasted for 15 h in total.~s! Observed data.~----! The reflectivity
expected for a Te layer immediately above the Au~111! substrate@structure
parameters listed in Table I~a!#. ~ ! The reflectivity expected for the top
layer consisting of 0.33 ML Te and 0.02 ML Au@structure parameters listed
in Table I~b!#.

Table I. List of the structure parameters to describe the observed reflectivity.a

1st layer 2nd layer nth layer (n . 2)

Te Au Au Au

~a! Model for the top layer consisting of 0.33 ML
Coverager 0.33b — 1.00b 1.00b

rms of displacements ~Å! 0.085b — 0.085b 0.085b

Positionz ~Å! 22.355b — 0.00b 2.3553 (n 2 2)b

~b! Model for the top layer consisting of 0.33 ML Te and 0.02 ML Au
Coverager 0.33b 0.026 0.02 0.986 0.01 1.00b

rms of displacements ~Å! 0.206 0.05 0.206 0.10 0.196 0.02 0.085b

Positionz ~Å! 22.126 0.02 22.126 0.19 0.006 0.02 2.3553 (n 2 2)b

~c! Model for the top layer consisting of 0.33 ML Te and 0.08 ML Au
Coverager 0.33b 0.086 0.01 0.926 0.01 1.00b

rms of displacements ~Å! 0.206 0.10 0.306 0.20 0.226 0.02 0.085b

Positionz ~Å! 22.406 0.01 22.406 0.02 20.096 0.01 2.3553 (n 2 2)b

a Errors obtained by changing the parameters to keep theR factor deviation within 0.1%.
b Parameters that are held fixed.
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Grazing incidence XRD measurements.—After the specular re-
flectivity was measured as mentioned above, the grazing incidence
diffraction measurement was carried out in a geometry whereL
5 0.2. Figure 5 shows the measured scattering intensity acquired
by carrying out scans along theQ 5 xa* 1 xb* direction (x
5 0.15-0.75). When the potential is maintained at 0.23 V, four
peaks appear atx 5 0.26, 0.40, 0.65, and 0.68. The peaks atx
5 0.26, 0.40, and 0.68 are due to the Mylar film used as the X-ray
windows of the electrochemical cell, which was confirmed in the
other grazing incidence XRD measurements. On the other hand,
when the potential is changed from 0.23 to 0.80 V to strip the Te

UPD layer, the peak atx 5 0.65 clearly disappears. Therefore, it is
concluded that the scattering intensity which appears atx 5 0.65
originates from the Te UPD layer. The Te UPD layer does not have
the (A3 3 A3)R30° structure, which is confirmed in that no dif-
fraction intensity is observed atx 5 0.33, but has an another struc-
ture. We have examined several in-plane orientations, and the inten-
sity found atx 5 0.65 was not observed at all in-plane orientations.
Thus, the intensity found atx 5 0.65 is not due to a polycrystalline
structure. This structure is discussed in the following section.

Electrochemical measurements.—Figure 6 shows the cyclic vol-
tammogram obtained for the Au~111! electrode in a solution of 0.1
mM TeO2 and 10 mM H2SO4 , using the hanging meniscus method.
Three cathodic peaks due to the deposition of a first UPD, a second
UPD, and bulk Te appeared at~A! 0.30,~B! 0.04, and~C! 20.11 V,
respectively, while the corresponding anodic peaks were recognized
at (A8) 0.35, (B8) 0.40, and (C8) 0.50 V. These are in good agree-
ment with the literature,6-8 suggesting that the UPD behavior of Te
on a Au~111! surface is identical to those already reported.

Figure 7 shows the stripping voltammograms for Te UPD layers
formed on a Au~111! surface after holding the potential at 0.23 V for
0.5 to 12.1 h; here, the potential was swept from 0.23 to 0.80 V with
the scan rate of 10 mV s21. An anodic peak corresponding to the
stripping of Te layer,i.e., peak A8, was observed at 0.51-0.52 V. On
the other hand, another shoulder peak was identified at 0.53 V for
samples with longer holding time, and the peak current at 0.53 V
increased with longer holding time, while the peak at 0.50 V
decreased.

The total charge for the stripping of the Te UPD layer was esti-
mated from the peak area, assuming that the associated charge is
related only to the following four-electron reaction

Te 1 2H2O → HTeO2
1 1 3H1 1 4e2 @3#

The charge was 0.27 ML~0.5 h!, 0.28 ML~1.7 h!, 0.33 ML~7.3 h!,
and 0.32 ML~12.1 h!, respectively. It turned out that the stripping
charge saturated at the coverage of 0.33 ML after a holding time of
7.3 h, despite the variations observed in the stripping current profile.

Figure 4. Specular X-ray reflectivity from the Te UPD layer on the Au~111!
substrate. The data collection was started 39 h after the UPD potential had
been applied and lasted for 20 h in total.~h! Observed data.~----! The
reflectivity expected for the top layer consisting of 0.33 ML Te and 0.02 ML
Au @structure parameters listed in Table I~b!#. ~ ! The reflectivity ex-
pected for the top layer consisting of 0.33 ML Te and 0.08 ML Au@structure
parameters listed in Table I~c!#.

Figure 5. Grazing incidence XRD scans for Au~111! surface in a solution of
0.1 mM TeO2 1 10 mM H2SO4 while the potential was maintained at 0.23
or 0.80 V. The background was not subtracted.

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammogram for the Au~111! electrode in a solution of
0.1 mM TeO2 1 10 mM H2SO4 . The peak pair A/A8 corresponds to the first
Te UPD and the corresponding dissolution, B/B8 to the second Te UPD and
the corresponding dissolution, and C/C8 to the bulk Te deposition and the
corresponding dissolution.
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The result for the coverage is in good agreement with the
literature7,8 and supports the Te coverage of 0.33 ML given by the
theoretical reflectivity calculation.

Discussion

The X-ray reflectivity measurement indicates that the structure of
the Te UPD layer on the Au~111! substrate is changing with time.
The structure parameters listed in Table I clearly demonstrate that a
portion of Au atoms migrate from the top layer of the Au~111!
substrate to the topmost Te layer. As a result, the first layer consists
of both Te and Au atoms. The corrugation of the first and second
layer also increases with time.

An STM study showed that the diffusion of Au into the Te UPD
layer appeared as a pitted surface for the Te second UPD layer but
did not appear for the Te first UPD layer.9 Although the applied
potential was different, the possibility for the diffusion of Au is
suggested in the Te UPD layer.9 It is unclear whether the pitted
surface forms in the Te UPD layer; however, the surface change for
the Te UPD layer may be observed in STM and AFM observations
after sufficient time has passed, because the diffusion of Au is a
kinetically slow process.

The grazing incidence XRD measurements show that after ample
time elapses, the Te UPD layer does not have a periodicity such as
() 3 ))R30° ~Te-Te spacing of 4.995 Å!, but another regular
structure in the top layer, although the top layer consists of both Te
and Au atoms. Bulk Te consists of a series of chains of Te atoms
~Te-Te distance of 2.84 Å and Te-Te-Te angle of 103°! and has a
hexagonal structure (a 5 4.458 Å, c 5 5.927 Å). If the Te UPD
layer with a small amount of Au atoms has a hexagonal structure
with the atomic spacing of 4.458 Å, the diffraction intensity must be
observed atx 5 0.647, which is almost equal to the observed one.
Also, if the Te UPD layer has the hexagonal structure with
the atomic spacing of 4.458 Å, the coverage of the Te UPD layer is
0.42 ML. The structure parameters listed in Table I shows that the
Te UPD layer consists of 0.33 ML Te and 0.08 ML Au, and the total
coverage becomes 0.41 ML, which is almost equal to that of the
hexagonal structure. Then the hexagonal structure similar to bulk Te
might exist in the Te UPD layer, but the results in this study are still
inconclusive, and further investigation is needed in order to pre-
cisely describe the structure of the Te UPD layer.

The present study shows that the Te UPD layer does not have a
regular structure such as () 3 ))R30° but has an another struc-
ture by the diffusion of Au into the Te UPD layer after ample time
elapses. The original structure of the Te UPD layer may be demon-
strated by grazing incidence XRD measurements for the as-formed
Te UPD layer, if possible.

The structural change in the Te UPD layer is also suggested by
the electrochemical measurements. In stripping voltammetry, the
peak of the anodic dissolution of Te UPD layer atca. 0.51 V shifts
positively with longer time for holding the potential at which Te
UPD takes place. The increase of another anodic peak at 0.53 V as
a shoulder indicates that a strong interaction of Te atoms in the Te
UPD layer with Au atoms in the substrate occurs with time.

As mentioned in the introduction, deposition of Cd on a gold
surface leads to the formation of a Cd-Au alloy,3 which induces a
structural change of the gold surface. Therefore, Te, which is less
reactive with Au, is deposited first in the ECALE studies to form
CdTe bilayers. According to the phase diagrams of the Te-Au
system,13 however, it is possible that gold and tellurium form a
Te-Au alloy, such as a calaverite, an important source of gold in
several areas of the world.14

Consequently, an ideal single atomic layer formed by the UPD
process is not always stable for a long period of time. In a UPD
process, atomic diffusion may occur within the near-surface layers.
Should this be the case, the top layer structure differentiates from
that expected based on the STM and AFM observations which are
typically completed within 1 h or less. Since the XRD analysis of
thick deposits of CdTe by ECALE shows the formation of cubic
CdTe with the~111! preferential orientation,4 an ideally atomic layer
just on the substrate is not always necessary for the formation of
thick deposits using the ECALE method, in which the possible in-
teractions with the underlying substrate become negligible. How-
ever, the interaction with the substrate becomes considerable in the
formation of very thin deposits using ECALE, especially in the for-
mation of a few atomic layers to produce some applications consist-
ing of ultrathin layers.

Conclusion

The in situ surface XRD technique revealed that the interlayer
structure of the Te UPD layer on the Au~111! substrate could not be
described by the simple structure such that the Te layer was formed
just on the Au~111! substrate. The top layer consists of the Te atoms
and Au atoms that moved from the Au~111! substrate. In addition,
the top and second layers are considerably corrugated. The Te UPD
layer does not have a regular structure such as () 3 ))R30° but
has another structure after ample time elapses. The change of the Te
UPD layer with time is also suggested by the stripping potential
shift in the stripping voltammograms.
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